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Plough type anchors

Anchor Regulations
Anchor   8 kg : Boat weight : up to 1 tonne 6,50 m maxi
Anchor 12 kg : Boat weight : up to 3 tonnes 9 m maxi
Anchor 16 kg : Boat weight : up to 8 tonnes 12,50 m maxi
Anchor 20 kg : Boat weight : up to 12 tonnes 16 m maxi
Anchor 24 kg : Boat weight : up to 16 tonnes 18 m maxi
Anchor 34 kg : Boat weight : up to 20 tonnes 20 m maxi

Effective in all types of  seabed.
A test on fifteen anchors “Voile Magazine”
Exceptional holding power 

“BRAKE”

Exist in 12, 16, 20, 34 and 40 kg 

“TopGard” A test on fifteen anchors “Voile 
Magazine”
The diver’s report An anchor digging 
in very quickly but staying quite flat.
Under high traction, it lies on its side, works as 
a plough and finally, returns to a flat position 
dragging slightly with a maximum traction.

Exist in 8, 12, 16, 
20 and 24 kg 

100% french
100% mpi
100% effective
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The TOPGARD is a fluke type anchor with its sides 
shaped as in a plough type. With this model, the 
designer wanted to combine the benefits of a fluke 
type anchor, which has however a tendency to lie 
on its side, with a plough type, which provides 
maximum holding power should this occur.

Advantages : This radically new shape combines the 
advantages of the two types of anchor whilst compensating 
for the weaknesses inherent in the «fluke» anchors. 
A test on 15 anchors undertaken and published by «Voile 
magazine» supports this contention.

TOPGARD

The divers report indicated

An anchor digging in very quickly but staying quite flat. Under high 
traction, it turns on its side and acts as a plough, finally returning 
to the flat position, dragging only slightly under maximum traction.

The Brake anchor is classified as a modern fixed plough type anchor. 
The principal characteristic of this anchor is to have larges blades 
acutely angled on three planes with inverted edges and a shank long 
enough to fit the majority of rollers.
The 16 kg model we tested proved to be more than enough for our boat 
even though, according to current legislation, it required a higher 
specification. On a seabed of sand and mud, we obtained a constant 
holding power up to 800 kg. It only started to drag, very smoothly, 
from 3000 kg. On hard sand, the holding power without dragging was 
1000 kg with peaks at 1500 kg. 
Beyond that point the anchor drags without disengaging

Advantages : Exceptional holding power in both 
types of seabed. 
The values obtained were equivalent to a medium 
wind strength of 42 knots on boats from 10,50 to 
12,50 m. 
In severe conditions, 3000 kg is equivalent to a wind 
strength of over 60 knots.
The test boat was at the maximum of its power.

The divers report indicated

The particular shape of the 
shank makes lifting easier 
when raising the anchor 
vertically to the surface.

BRAKE
Plough type anchor

Fluke type anchor

A test on 15 anchors


